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Overview 

Monetary Policy Report (p. 6)
The global economy remained on its moderate

growth path in the first half of 2005. The robust

growth of the US economy was one of the major con-

tributing factors. Although the euro area and Japan

managed to overcome the slump in the fourth quarter

of 2004, growth was both unbalanced and fragile. The

softening of global economic growth is largely attrib-

utable to the sharp rise in the price of oil. 

In Switzerland, real GDP practically stagnated in

the first quarter compared with the previous period.

Exports, in particular, were disappointing; domestic

demand, by contrast, advanced slightly following a

decline in the previous quarter. The economic outlook

brightened somewhat at the beginning of the second

quarter. Exports and imports picked up and company

surveys did not deteriorate further. This notwith-

standing, unemployment figures persisted at a level

of 3.8% right into May.  

At its quarterly assessment of 16 June 2005, the

Swiss National Bank decided to leave the target range

for the three-month Libor unchanged at 0.25–1.25%.

It intends to keep the rate in the middle of the target

range at around 0.75% for the time being.

The economic situation from the vantage
point of the delegates for regional economic
relations (p. 40)
The talks held between March and May 2005 by

the delegates for regional economic relations with

roughly 140 representatives of various business sec-

tors and industries revealed a favourable picture on

the whole. As compared to the previous round of

talks, the general impression was one of economic

improvement rather than deterioration. However,

there remained considerable differences from one

industry to the next.

General Meeting of Shareholders (p. 44)
The President of the Bank Council of the Swiss

National Bank, Hansueli Raggenbass, first informed

the General Meeting of Shareholders on 29 April

about the 2004 financial statement before comment-

ing on the longer-term return expectations. The

2004 annual result of CHF 21.6 billion was unusually

high as a result of the provisions that correspond to

the proceeds from the sale of the 1,300 tonnes of

gold having been written back and released for dis-

tribution. Gross income, by contrast, was substan-

tially below the previous year’s level. After taking

into consideration the operating expenses and the

release from the provisions for the assignment of

free assets, and after the deduction of the capital

required to reach the targeted level of provisions,

the result was in fact a loss. In order to cover this

loss and carry out the agreed distribution to the Con-

federation and cantons, a total of CHF 3.3 billion had

to be released from the distribution reserve, which

was consequently reduced to just under CHF 7 bil-

lion. This shows that the current profit distribution

considerably exceeds the SNB’s profit potential.

Overall, the National Bank anticipates a nominal

yield of slightly less than 3% on its assets in the

longer term. After operating expenses and the legal-

ly prescribed allocation of provisions, an annual dis-

tributable income of just below CHF 1 billion is all

that is likely to remain. 

After looking back at the economic develop-

ments and monetary policy in 2004, the Chairman of

the Governing Board, Jean-Pierre Roth, turned his

attention once again to the topic of profit distribu-

tion, commenting also on the related Kosa initiative

which envisages CHF 1 billion of the SNB’s annual net

profit going to the cantons and the rest being chan-

nelled into the Old Age and Survivors’ Insurance Fund

(AHV/AVS). This initiative, which will most probably

be put to the vote next year, threatens the National

Bank’s independence, as it creates a direct link

between the SNB’s profits and the financing of an

important pillar of the Swiss social security system.

This could potentially force the SNB to manage its

reserves with a view to generating as high a profit as

possible rather than to pursuing its monetary policy

mandate. The credibility of the National Bank and, as

a result, that of monetary policy would consequently

be called into question. Most importantly, however, is

that the Kosa initiative assumes that the SNB can

achieve a profit far in excess of CHF 1 billion every

year. As the President of the Bank Council explained

in his address, this is an illusion.

Swiss National Bank Working Papers (p. 56)
Abstract of the paper by Hasan Bakhshi,

Hashmat Khan and Barbara Rudolf, “The Phillips

curve under state-dependent pricing”, Swiss National

Bank Working Paper no. 1, 2005.
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Monetary Policy Report

This report is based primarily on the data and information available 

as at mid-June 2005. Sections 1–3 were drawn up for the June 2005 

quarterly assessment of the Swiss National Bank’s Governing Board.
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About this report

The Swiss National Bank (SNB) has the statutory mandate to pursue 

a monetary policy serving the interests of the country as a whole. It ensures

price stability while taking due account of economic development. 

It is a particular concern of the SNB that its monetary policy be under-

stood by a wider public. However, it is also obliged by law to inform the public

regularly of its policy and to make its intentions known. This Monetary Policy

Report performs both of these tasks. It describes economic and monetary

developments in Switzerland and explains the inflation forecast. It shows how

the SNB views the economic situation and what conclusions it draws from 

this assessment. 

Sections 1–3 of the present report were drawn up for the Governing

Board’s assessment of June 2005. The Survey and Section 4 (inflation forecast)

take due account of the Governing Board’s monetary policy decision of 

16 June 2005.

Unless otherwise stated, all rates of change from the previous period are

based on seasonally adjusted data and are annualised.
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Survey

Following the marked acceleration in the last

quarter of 2003 and the first quarter of 2004, the

global economy remained on its moderate growth

path in the first half of 2005. The robust growth of

the US economy was one of the major contributing

factors. Although the euro area and Japan managed

to overcome the slump in the fourth quarter of 2004,

growth was both unbalanced and fragile. With the

exception of China, industrialised nations in Asia also

saw the pace of expansion slow. 

The outlook for global economic growth is cau-

tiously optimistic. While the US economy is likely to

continue to grow strongly, a gradual improvement is

all that can be expected for Europe. The low real

interest rates, in particular, serve to buoy up eco-

nomic activity. In addition, considerable pent-up

demand has accumulated in the areas of private con-

sumption and investment. Developments in oil prices

and the dollar exchange rate, however, remain major

economic risks. 

Expectations of a rapid end to the slow econom-

ic growth in Switzerland were dashed. After having

fallen slightly in the fourth quarter of 2004, real 

GDP stagnated in the first quarter of 2005 compared

with the previous period. Year-on-year, GDP growth

slowed from 1.2% to 0.7%. Exports, in particular,

were disappointing. 

Nevertheless, signs of a slight improvement

began to emerge towards the end of the first quarter,

so that an end to the economic softness may be

expected for the second quarter of 2005. Exports and

imports picked up in March and April and companies

expected orders to rise more strongly in the next

three months. Moreover, talks with companies con-

ducted by the SNB delegates for regional economic

relations revealed a more positive assessment of

economic developments, with expectations of an eco-

nomic upturn rather than a slowdown on the horizon. 

As a result of the weak first quarter, the SNB now

forecasts real GDP growth of about 1.0% for the entire

year, a downgrade of half a percentage point from the

quarterly assessment in March 2005. However, the

new forecast continues to work on the assumption

that growth will pick up markedly in the second half of

2005. This will depend largely on economic activity in

the euro area recovering as expected.

Inflation prospects have again improved slight-

ly since the monetary policy assessment in March. In

light of this, the National Bank decided on 16 June

2005 to leave the target range for the three-month

Libor unchanged at 0.25–1.25% and to keep the rate

in the middle of the target range at around 0.75% for

the time being, thereby adhering to its current mon-

etary policy course. It makes use of the leeway avail-

able to it to continue to underpin the economy. This

should guarantee price stability in the longer term.

In its inflation forecast of June 2005, which is

based on the assumption that the three-month Libor

will remain steady at 0.75% over the following three

years, the SNB predicts that inflation will be 1.0% 

in 2005 and 0.5% in 2006. Given the continued 

delay in economic recovery, the anticipated rate of

inflation is likely to remain low in the medium term,

too. Although inflation is expected to rise towards

the end of 2006, it will remain lower than forecast in

March. It will exceed the 2% level at the end of 2007,

which would signify a breach of price stability. Should

the economic outlook improve, a revision of the

expansionary monetary policy pursued by the SNB for

some time now will be necessary.
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1 Development of the global

economy

Following the marked acceleration in the last

quarter of 2003 and the first quarter of 2004, the

global economy remained on its moderate growth

path in the first half of 2005. The robust growth of

the US economy was one of the major contributing

factors. Although the euro area and Japan managed

to overcome the slump in the fourth quarter of 2004,

growth was both unbalanced and fragile. With the

exception of China, industrialised nations in Asia also

saw the pace of expansion slow. 

The softening of global economic growth that

began in 2004 is largely attributable to the sharp rise

in the price of oil. In Europe, the appreciation of the

euro against the dollar also had a slowing effect.

Both of these factors continue to pose considerable

economic risks. Oil prices have remained decidedly

volatile to date. Given the overly strong focus in the

US on foreign trade, a renewed depreciation of the

dollar remains a threat. The globally low real interest

rates, by contrast, are buoying up economic activity. 

US as engine of growth
First-quarter real GDP growth in the US slowed

slightly to 3.5% compared with the second half of

2004. While investment activity waned considerably

and the high oil prices slowed the strong growth in

private consumption, exports picked up. The vigorous

growth in exports was assisted by the pronounced

slide of the dollar between 2002 and 2004. 
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Economic prospects for the US remain

favourable. Sound corporate earnings continue to

shore up investment activity and rising employment

figures are expected to boost private consumption.

Given the increase in short-term interest rates, how-

ever, economic momentum is unlikely to pick up fur-

ther. This is underpinned, in particular, by the devel-

opment of the purchasing managers’ index (PMI) for

the manufacturing sector, which retreated signifi-

cantly from a high level in recent months.

Muted economic outlook for euro area
The new year got off to a good start in the euro

area. Real GDP grew in the first quarter by 2.0% on

the previous period, compared with 0.6% in the

fourth quarter of 2004. However, growth was driven

primarily by a highly positive contribution from for-

eign trade, which resulted from declining imports. 

Economic development in the three largest

countries in the euro area presented a mixed picture.

After a slight hiccup in the fourth quarter of 2004,

expansion in Germany gathered pace thanks to vigor-

ous growth in exports (4.2%). The French economy

slowed, by contrast, and Italy reported a decline in

real GDP for the second time running. 

The economic surveys for the euro area tended

to deteriorate again in recent months. Given that the

level of new orders in industry has declined and manu-

facturers’ expectations have dampened, low growth

rates are also likely for the second quarter. The eco-

nomic downturn in Germany, France and Italy was

particularly pronounced. 
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Nevertheless, the outlook for the second half of

2005 is cautiously optimistic. Growth rates are being

driven first and foremost by interest rates which have

been at historically low levels for a long time now. In

addition, considerable pent-up demand has accumu-

lated in the areas of private consumption and invest-

ment. 

Weaker economy in Asia
After the economic recovery in Japan began to

falter in 2004, real GDP unexpectedly surged in the

first quarter of 2005 (5.3%). Growth was propelled

primarily by an increase in private sector spending in

an effort to make good the recent lull. This notwith-

standing, prospects for the rest of the year remain

lacklustre. The growth stimuli from abroad are cur-

rently quite weak and, judging by the latest surveys

conducted, domestic demand is unlikely to experi-

ence sustained growth.

The softness of the global economy has also

triggered a cyclical slowdown in Asia’s industrialised

countries. The highly cyclical IT sector, which

accounts for a considerable proportion of exports in

many countries, was particularly hard hit. In addi-

tion, demand from China fell off sharply in recent

months. 
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Lower rise in inflation
The soaring oil prices had only a minor impact

on inflation in most industrialised countries. In the

US, annual inflation – as measured by consumer

prices – climbed from 2.9% in January to 3.5% in

April. Excluding energy and food prices, however, this

figure remained almost unchanged at 2.2%. In the

euro area, meanwhile, it increased only slightly from

1.9% to 2.1%. Core inflation, which excludes energy

prices, food, tobacco products and alcohol, remained

within the region of 1.5%. In Japan, the mild defla-

tion persisted.

Given that the price of Brent crude retreated by

almost USD 10 to USD 47 per barrel between the

beginning of April and the end of May, the pressure

exerted by oil prices on consumer prices is expected

to ease in the second quarter. Prices climbed back up

to USD 53 per barrel, however, at the beginning of

June.
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Further tightening of US monetary 
policy reins
The US Federal Reserve (Fed) tightened its mon-

etary policy further, pushing up short-term interest

rates in May for the eighth time by 0.25 percentage

points to 3.0%. The Fed cited the brisk pace of eco-

nomic expansion and the short-term interest rates,

which are still low by historical standards, as the rea-

sons for its move. 

Due to the overall low inflationary pressure, the

European Central Bank (ECB) decided to keep its main

refinancing rate at its June 2003 level of 2%. It indi-

cated its desire to avoid a further relaxation of mon-

etary policy in view of the high money stock growth

and the inflationary risk emanating from oil prices.

Slightly lower growth prospects
Growth forecasts for 2005 were revised down-

wards after economic data was revealed to be gener-

ally weaker than expected. The consensus forecast for

the euro area was lowered from 1.7% in February to

1.5% in May. It was reduced for the US to 3.4%

(3.5%); and for Japan to 1.0% (1.1%). The OECD also

downgraded its forecasts and now expects growth in

2005 to be 1.2% in the euro area and 1.5% in Japan,

as compared with 1.9% and 2.1% respectively last

autumn. Forecasts for the US were raised slightly to

3.6% (cf. Table 1.1).

Based on the inflation forecast of June 2005,

the National Bank lowered its expectations for GDP

development in the EU15 and Japan by 0.5 percent-

age points each to 1.5% and 0.9% respectively. For

the US, it remained unchanged at 3.4%. Projections

for GDP growth thus correspond more or less to the

consensus forecasts (cf. Section 4.1).
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Economic growth1 Inflation2

OECD Consensus3 OECD Consensus3

2005 2006 2005 2006 2005 2006 2005 2006

United States 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.3 2.4 2.2 2.8 2.5

Japan 1.5 1.7 1.0 1.7 –0.9 0.0 –0.1 –0.2

Euro area 1.2 2.0 1.5 1.9 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.7

Germany 1.2 1.8 0.8 1.4 1.3 0.7 1.4 1.3

France 1.4 2.0 1.9 2.1 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6

Italy –0.6 1.1 0.9 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.0 1.9

United Kingdom 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.3 1.9 2.1 1.8 1.9

Forecasts Table 1.1

1 Real GDP, year-on-year change in percent

2 Consumer prices, year-on-year change in percent

3 Consensus forecasts are monthly surveys conducted among over 240 leading companies and economic research institutes 

in more than 20 countries, covering predictions for the expected development of GDP, prices, interest rates and other economic indicators. 

The results are published by Consensus Economics Inc., London.

Sources: OECD: Economic Outlook, June 2005; Consensus: May 2005 Survey
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2 Development of the 

Swiss economy

2.1 Aggregate demand and output

Stagnating GDP
Expectations of a rapid end to sluggish econom-

ic growth in Switzerland were dashed, with real GDP

in the first quarter almost unchanged from the

previous period (0.2%) according to estimates by the

State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (seco). This

followed a decline of 0.4% in the fourth quarter of

2004. Year-on-year, GDP growth slowed from 1.2% 

to 0.7%. 

Exports, in particular, were disappointing,

dropping significantly below the level of the first

quarter. Domestic demand, by contrast, advanced

slightly following a decline in the previous period.

Private consumption continued to record moderate

growth, while public expenditure rose more strongly.

Investments stagnated after a significant retreat in

the fourth quarter. Altogether, domestic and export

demand was down by 1.3%. This development was

reflected in imports of goods and services which also

declined.

Industrial activity more subdued 
at beginning of year
The slowdown in the pace of industrial activity,

which became evident at the end of 2004, persisted

in January and February. Various industry surveys

(KOF/FIT, PMI) revealed that the level of new orders

had stagnated or increased only slightly. After suc-

cessive improvements in companies’ evaluations of

the order situation in the period up to the end of

2004, their assessment once again deteriorated in

the period under review. In addition, a larger number

of companies regarded their inventories of primary

products and finished goods as too high. 

Data on production and the order situation in

the manufacturing sector published by the Swiss

Federal Statistical Office (SFSO) at the end of June

confirm this picture of a stagnation in industrial

activity. Manufacturing output declined in the first

quarter compared with the previous period and

dropped 0.5% year-on-year. 

Source: Institute for Business Cycle Research at the Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology (KOF/FIT)

Sources: Swiss Federal Statistical Office (SFSO), KOF/FIT
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2001 2002 2003 2004 2003 2004 2005

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

Private consumption 2.0 0.3 0.5 1.3 0.7 1.0 1.5 2.2 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8

Government consumption 4.2 3.2 1.4 1.2 2.2 2.1 1.6 1.7 0.7 –1.3 1.2 2.8

Investment in fixed assets –3.1 0.3 –0.3 3.4 –11.0 11.7 9.5 –0.8 7.4 2.2 –5.9 0.0

Construction –3.4 2.2 1.8 3.5 1.0 3.3 8.0 7.8 0.2 1.8 –9.1 1.0

Equipment –2.9 –1.1 –2.0 3.4 –19.7 19.1 10.8 –7.4 13.7 2.5 –3.2 –0.8

Domestic final demand 1.0 0.7 0.4 1.7 –1.9 3.5 3.3 1.4 2.1 0.8 –0.7 0.9

Domestic demand 2.3 –0.8 0.2 0.9 –2.6 1.3 3.1 –4.7 7.3 3.3 –3.3 0.0

Total exports 0.2 –0.2 0.0 6.6 2.8 10.3 10.6 12.6 –2.0 4.1 1.3 –4.0

Goods 1.4 1.1 –0.2 8.0 2.4 8.5 11.7 18.0 –2.9 5.0 4.0 –6.1

Excluding valuables1 3.7 0.3 0.7 7.6 2.5 8.9 13.5 12.2 0.2 7.0 –0.4 –4.5

Services –2.8 –3.8 0.6 3.2 3.9 15.0 7.9 –0.4 0.4 1.7 –5.6 2.0

Aggregate demand 1.7 –0.6 0.1 2.7 –0.9 4.1 5.5 0.7 4.1 3.5 –1.7 –1.3

Total imports 3.2 –2.8 1.4 5.5 –3.0 10.0 13.8 –2.3 10.3 8.9 –4.9 –4.2

Goods 1.8 –3.0 1.9 6.4 –3.6 12.8 17.5 –4.0 11.9 10.2 –5.1 –8.4

Excluding valuables1 1.6 –2.2 2.7 6.4 –17.5 20.6 12.3 4.8 4.1 12.3 –6.4 –4.3

Services 11.2 –1.7 –1.4 1.5 –0.3 –2.8 –3.5 7.4 3.0 2.8 –4.0 19.3

GDP 1.0 0.3 –0.4 1.7 –0.1 2.0 2.5 1.9 1.9 1.5 –0.4 0.2

Real GDP and components Tables 2.1

Year-on-year growth rates, annualised

1 Valuables: precious metals, precious stones and gems as well as objets d’art and antiques

Source: seco
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Slight improvement in outlook
Nevertheless, signs of a mild improvement began

to emerge in March and April, so that an end to the

period of economic softness may be expected for the

second quarter of 2005. KOF/FIT survey results indicate

that export-oriented companies, in particular, expect

orders to rise more strongly and production to increase

in the next three months. In March, the purchasing

managers’ index (PMI) returned to a range consistent

with a moderate upswing in manufacturing output. 

This picture was confirmed in the talks with com-

panies conducted by the SNB delegates for regional

economic relations between March and May 2005.

Throughout the economy, these talks gave more of an

impression of economic improvement than had been

the case in the December to February talks, and less of

a deterioration in the economy. The majority of export

companies were satisfied with business activity and the

outlook. By contrast, however, retailer assessment of

the business environment was very reserved (cf. “The

economic situation from the vantage point of the dele-

gates for regional economic relations”, Quarterly Bul-

letin 2/2005).

GDP forecast for 2005
As a result of the weak first quarter, the SNB

now forecasts real GDP growth for the entire year of

about 1.0%, a downgrade of half a percentage point

from the quarterly assessment in March 2005. How-

ever, the new forecast continues to work on the

assumption that the signs of an upswing will prove

well-founded and that growth will pick up markedly in

the second half of 2005. Exports and investments are

likely to be the main growth drivers, while the

increase in private consumption will probably remain

restrained. Whether this scenario materialises will

depend largely on economic activity in the euro area

recovering as expected.

Declining exports in first quarter, 
improvement in April 
In the first quarter, real exports slipped below

the previous period. The decline this time was attrib-

utable to goods exports which fell for the first time

since the beginning of 2003, while exports of services

increased slightly. Year-on-year, real exports of goods

and services were unchanged (0.2%). 
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Exports of semi-manufactured and capital goods

recorded a particularly strong drop. By contrast,

exports of consumer goods (especially food products,

beverages and tobacco, as well as chemicals and

pharmaceuticals) continued to grow rapidly. After the

weakness observed at the beginning of the year,

goods exports again advanced strongly in April.

Growth in deliveries of consumer goods accelerated,

while the decline in semi-finished and capital goods

exports slowed. 

The nominal level of goods exports – used when

grouping exports by region – fell marginally in the

first quarter so that the figure was only slightly above

the corresponding figure for the previous year.

Exports to the OPEC states and Russia, in particular –

which as oil-producing countries benefit from the high

level of energy prices – rose substantially. Exports to

the US were also up. However, deliveries of goods to

Germany and France continued to stagnate, while

there was even a marked decline in deliveries to Italy.

Together, these three countries account for almost

40% of Swiss goods exports. Falling exports to Japan

and Southeast Asia also had a negative impact on

exports overall. 

Real exports of services rose again in the first

quarter, although they were still slightly below the

corresponding figure for the previous year (–0.4%).

Income from insurance business and transport ser-

vices recorded particularly strong growth following a

lack of momentum in previous quarters. By contrast,

bank commissions and receipts from tourism, which

account for roughly one-third of all exports of ser-

vices, registered a decline. 

Dwindling imports
In the first quarter, real imports retreated fur-

ther, with imports of goods and services moving in

opposite directions. While goods imports declined

substantially, largely as a result of lower imports of

capital goods, imports of services advanced strongly.

Overall, imports of goods and services were 1.8% up

year-on-year.

As the quarter progressed, however, stronger

imports of consumer goods and semi-finished prod-

ucts slowed the fall in goods imports. The growth in

semi-finished goods imports presages future

improvements in exports, since these products are

used mainly in the production of export goods. A

broad-based acceleration in the overseas sourcing of

goods could already be observed for the month of

April. 

Imports of services were substantially above the

figure for the last quarter of 2004 and exceeded the

corresponding year-back level by 5.2%. Expenditure

on transport services rose particularly strongly in

contrast to the previous period. However, spending

on tourism receded, although it was still above the

year-back level.
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Subdued private consumption 
The first quarter also saw only a modest

increase in private consumption. At 0.8%, annualised

growth remained at the same level as in the second

half of 2004, and also amounted to 0.8% in a year-

on-year comparison.

Goods consumption continued sluggish. Real

turnover in the retail trade slipped below the level of

the previous quarter, with the quarterly result a good

2% below the figure for the same quarter in 2004. In

particular, households cut back their consumption of

fuel and heating oil because of the high prices.

Demand for consumer durables also continued weak,

as shown by new car registrations which again

retreated, reaching a level that was 7.6% below that

of the same quarter in the previous year.

The subdued level of consumer spending also

impacted on domestic tourism, with a majority of

hotels in the second quarter expecting that domestic

tourism would contract. In the KOF/FIT survey for the

first quarter of 2005, positive and negative expecta-

tions had been more or less balanced. The survey

results differ from the positive picture obtained in the

talks conducted by the SNB delegates with represen-

tatives of the tourist industry. It should be noted,

however, that these discussions related to all busi-

ness activity in the tourist industry, including foreign

demand.

Unchanged consumer sentiment
A ray of hope was provided by the figures for

consumer confidence which remained stable despite

the deterioration in the economic situation since

autumn 2004. In April, the consumer sentiment index

stood at –9 points (–10 points in January), thereby

persisting at the average level maintained for a long

time now. Job security continued to be a source of

concern and consumers were also reticent with

respect to the timing of large purchases. At the same

time, their assessment of future economic develop-

ments and their own financial situation remained rel-

atively positive. This view of the financial situation is

in line with the SNB’s expectations. Although the

growth in real incomes of wage and salary earners is

likely to remain moderate this year, it will probably

grow somewhat faster than last year (0.6% instead of

0.4%). The upward trend in private consumer spend-

ing is therefore likely to become firmer during the

course of the year. 
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Slight increase in construction investment
In the first quarter, construction investment

grew slightly compared with the previous period.

However, given the unexpectedly strong fall in the

fourth quarter, it was still 1.6% down year-on-year. 

The growth in construction investment is likely

to pick up strength over the next few quarters. Until

recently, the number of residential building permits

has been on the increase, suggesting that resi-

dential construction will continue on a path of sub-

stantial expansion. Commercial construction is also

likely to gather pace – at least for the time being –

according to the first-quarter survey conducted by

the Swiss contractors’ association. In the medium-

term, however, a weakening in investment activity in

the construction industry may be expected. For a year

the number of vacant properties1 has trended higher,

indicating a gradual reduction in excess demand on

the housing market and an accompanying decline in

the leeway available to housing providers when set-

ting prices. At the same time, construction costs are

trending higher. The associated reduction in revenue

will probably put a brake on investment activity in the

residential construction sector. This gap is unlikely to

be compensated by commercial construction, where

the level of vacancies remains high.
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Temporary slowing in equipment investment 
In the first quarter, equipment investment

recorded another slight decline, although it was still

2.7% higher than a year previously. Contrary to origi-

nal expectations, no significant recovery in invest-

ment activity can be expected before the middle of

the year. Factors curbing investment include, in par-

ticular, the deterioration in earnings and a slight

drop in capacity utilisation in companies. However,

the anticipated improvement in the business situa-

tion should push up equipment investment in the sec-

ond half of the year. 
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2.2 Capacity utilisation

Capacity utilisation in manufacturing
declines
The utilisation of technical capacity in manufac-

turing dropped slightly in the first quarter, as com-

pared to the fourth quarter of 2004. The KOF/FIT sur-

vey conducted in April revealed a level of almost 84%

(seasonally adjusted), more or less in line with the

long-term average. The increase in technical capacity

was less marked than last year. Thus the lower capac-

ity utilisation is mainly attributable to the stagnation

in manufacturing output.

Source: KOF/FIT Source: SNB

Aggregate output gap increases 
Although technical capacity is relatively well

utilised by historical standards, the labour market is

experiencing a sustained period of under-utilisation.

This is reflected in the output gap for the economy as

a whole. All estimates for the output gap – defined as

the percentage difference between real GDP and

(estimated) production potential – are negative. 

Three estimates of this output gap can be seen

in Graph 2.10, each calculated according to a differ-

ent method (production function, Hodrick-Prescott

filter (HP) and multivariate filter (MV)). All three

methods suggest that once again, in the first quarter,

the gap was greater than in the previous quarter.

Thus we see that, following a reduction in the output

gap between the second quarter of 2003 and the

fourth quarter of 2004, this process stalled in the

winter and spring of 2004/2005, reflecting the weak

growth in GDP in the two most recent quarters.
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2.3 Labour market

Demand for labour remains weak
In the first quarter, the number of employed per-

sons fell by 0.4% from the previous quarter, reaching a

level slightly below that of the corresponding period in

2004. A development of this kind had been expected in

view of the economic stagnation experienced in winter

and spring of 2004/2005. However, the fact that the

fall-off in employment was not greater is a positive

sign. It suggests that companies expect the period of

economic weakness to come to an end in the near

future. 

Indeed, employment in industry rose slightly

after falling for three years. By contrast, the services

sector recorded a drop in employment (–0.3%), the

first for a year. The decline in employment was particu-

larly strong in retailing, where 3.2% of jobs have been

lost within the period of just one year. Both the hospi-

tality industry and the financial sector recorded lower

levels of employment; in the latter case this followed a

slight increase in the second half of 2004. Meanwhile,

there was a substantial increase in the number of 

jobs in health care and social services, as well as in

public administration. Employment in the construction

industry fell in the first quarter, mainly because of bad

weather conditions.

The number of full-time employees retreated, as

it has done for a long time now, while part-time

employment rose. However, a slowdown in part-time

job growth was observed.

Unemployment rate unchanged
From January to May, the rate of unemployment

fell by 0.4 percentage points to 3.7% as the result of

favourable seasonal factors. The number of unem-

ployed is now 145,400. However, the seasonally

adjusted unemployment rate remained at 3.8% until

May and the percentage of job seekers persisted at a

level of 5.5%. Unemployment trends varied from one

region to another. In Ticino and in French-speaking

Switzerland, the unemployment rate climbed to 4.8%

and 5.3% respectively, while in German-speaking

Switzerland it fell to 3.3%.  

No improvement in sight
The employment indicators suggest that demand

for labour will continue weak. The vacancies index pub-

lished by the SFSO stagnated in the first quarter, while

the Manpower Index, which records space devoted to

job advertisements in newspapers, again declined

slightly in April.
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Graph 2.13:

Unemployed and job seekers registered with the regional employment

offices in percent of the labour force according to the 2000 census

(labour force: 3,946,988 persons)

Sources: Manpower, seco
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1.1% in May. It was thus only marginally higher than

the figure projected by the SNB in its inflation fore-

cast of March 2005. Movements in consumer prices

were strongly affected by price trends for oil prod-

ucts. The prices of other goods continued to drop

slightly, while the rate of inflation for services

declined a little. Accordingly, the parameters used

by the SNB to measure core inflation indicated a

slight dip in the inflation trend.

Lower domestic inflation
From February to May, annual inflation for

domestic goods and services declined by 0.2 percent-

age points to 0.8%. The slowdown in the rate of infla-

tion for services, which account for 75% of the

domestic basket of commodities, had a significant

impact. Growth rates of prices for public services

slowed from 1.8% to 1.3%, a development largely due

to lower price increases in hospital services as well in

charges for refuse removal and sewage. The rise in

the quarterly rentals index from February to May was

0.1%, a lower rate of increase than in the previous

year, and as a result the annual rate of rent increases

slowed from 1.7% to 1.5%. Annual inflation for other

private services fell slightly to 1.0%, while the price

decline for domestic goods gathered pace (May:

–0.5%). Thus electricity prices, for instance, were

down on last year’s levels. 

2.4 Goods prices

Higher import prices due to oil price hike
The knock-on inflationary impact of producer

and import prices on consumer prices remained mod-

est between January and April. Although the annual

rate of inflation for imported goods rose from 1.8% to

2.2% because of the rapid increase in the prices of

petroleum products, inflation at producer level dimin-

ished by 0.2 percentage points to 0.8%. This was the

lowest level since March 2004. The prices of goods des-

tined for domestic sale rose less strongly in April, at

1.1%, than they had in January, but their rate of infla-

tion was higher than that of export goods (0.4%). 

Broken down by type of good, there was a slow-

down in the price erosion for agricultural products

observed since mid-2004 (April: –1.4%). The rate of

price rises for intermediate goods had slowed to 1.1%

by April as a result of markedly lower inflation in

metal goods, while prices for consumer and capital

goods remained stable. By contrast, the rate of infla-

tion for energy sources, which include electricity and

gas as well as petroleum products, soared to 15.2%.

Consumer price inflation declines
Annual inflation measured according to the

national consumer price index (CPI) remained

unchanged from February to April at 1.4%, falling to
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SNB and SFSO core inflation rates 
give ground 
Inflation, as measured by the CPI, is subject to

numerous short-term influences which may distort

perceptions of the general long-term price trend. The

SNB therefore computes a measure for the core infla-

tion rate, which, for any given month, excludes the

15% of goods with the highest annual price variation

and the 15% of goods with the lowest annual price

variation from the consumer price index. In May, core

inflation computed in this manner amounted to 0.8%

and thus remained lower than inflation as a whole.

This shows that the special factors driving inflation

were stronger than the elements tending to dampen

inflation. The 0.2 percentage point fall in core infla-

tion from the February level reflects the slightly lower

trend in the general level of prices.

Unlike the core inflation calculated by the SNB,

the two core inflation rates calculated by the SFSO

exclude the same goods from the commodities basket

in any given period. In the case of core inflation 1,

food, beverages, tobacco, seasonal products, energy

and fuel are excluded. Core inflation 2 additionally

excludes products with administered prices. In May,

the core inflation rates published by the SFSO were

both 0.2 percentage points lower than in February.

Core inflation 1 amounted to 0.7%; core inflation 2 to

0.6%.

Brief increase in import inflation 
From February to April, the annual rate of infla-

tion for imported consumer goods climbed from 2.5%

to 3.0%, the highest rate since December 2000. It fell

back to 1.8% in May. This development was largely

driven by fluctuating prices for oil products (fuel and

heating oil), where the annual rate of inflation still

amounted to 13.2% in May, and accounted for almost

half of all the inflation in consumer goods. The prices

of other imported goods, on the other hand, con-

tinued to drop and in May were 0.6% below the corre-

sponding figure for 2004. The slippage in prices was

particularly marked in home electronics and clothing.
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2004 2004 2005

Q3 Q4 Q1 February March April May

Overall CPI 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.1

Domestic goods and services 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.8

Goods 0.5 0.3 0.1 –0.3 –0.3 –0.2 –0.5 –0.5

Services 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.2

Private services excluding rents 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0

Rents 1.2 1.4 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5

Public services 1.9 2.0 2.2 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.3 1.3

Imported goods and services 0.6 1.1 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.5 3.0 1.8

Excluding oil products –0.8 –0.9 –0.6 –0.1 0.1 –0.4 –0.7 –0.6

Oil products 9.3 12.7 19.2 14.0 15.1 16.7 21.8 13.2

National consumer price index and components Table 2.2

Year-on-year change in percent

Sources: SFSO, SNB
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3.1 Interest rates

Money market rates in Switzerland
unchanged
The target range for the three-month Libor has

remained unchanged at 0.25–1.25% since the Sep-

tember 2004 assessment. In the reporting period, the

three-month Libor fluctuated between 0.74% and

0.78%, averaging at 0.76%. The National Bank steers

the three-month Libor by setting the level of repo

rates. The maturities of these rates lie between one

day and three weeks. The SNB concluded one-week

repos in the quarter under review at rates between

0.62% and 0.65%.

Continuation of expansionary monetary
policy anticipated
Financial market participants expect the expan-

sionary monetary policy to be continued. As illustrat-

ed in Graph 3.2, the futures rates have been slipping

since March and have been hovering close to the level

of the spot rate since the end of April. The futures

contract with a maturity of 6 June 2005 – i.e. shortly

before the June assessment – stood at 0.76%. The

futures contracts with maturity dates after the

assessments of September and December 2005 were

also only slightly above this value. Even the March

2006 futures contract was below 1% at the beginning

of June, corresponding to an anticipated interest

rate adjustment of 25 basis points in the first quarter

of 2006 at the earliest. The development of the

futures rates since May 2004 can be tracked in the

graph. Since May of last year, they have drawn steadi-

ly closer together, reflecting the downward revision

of the interest rate expectations. 

A similar picture is portrayed in Graph 3.3,

which charts the forecasts for the three-month inter-

est rate from 9 May 2005 to mid-September. The red

line maps the interest rate development based on the

empirical estimate of an interest rate structure

model. On 9 May 2005, a three-month Libor of 0.77%

was expected in mid-June. These expectations will

not change until 19 September, shortly after the next

monetary policy assessment. On 6 June, the futures

contract maturing on 19 September – the end value

in the green curve – was at a similar level (0.78%).

Graph 3.3 depicts two other curves: the spot rate of

the three-month Libor (black curve) and the forward

Graphs 3.1, 3.2, 3.3:

Source: SNB
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rate (blue curve) computed on the basis of the term

structure of the Libor. Unlike the projected three-

month Libor value, the forward rate increases from

0.77% on 9 May to 0.86% on 19 September. The dif-

ferential of up to 9 basis points between the forward

rate and the estimated value of the three-month

interest rate corresponds to a risk premium.

Interest rate differential to dollar 
investments widens
While the short-term interest rates in the euro

area and Switzerland remained unchanged, the Fed

forged ahead with its cycle of key rate rises to the

current level of 3.0%. The interest rate differential

has thus widened in favour of dollar investments

since the March assessment. In May, the differential

to euro investments stood at 1.24 percentage points,

as compared with 0.91 percentage points in March;

and at 2.61 percentage points to the Swiss franc

(March: 2.29). The spread between dollar and euro

investments thus considerably exceeds the average of

0.22 percentage points (and has done since the

introduction of the euro on 1 January 1999); and that

between dollar and Swiss franc investments is signifi-

cantly above the long-term average of 1.25 percent-

age points. 

Continued decline in long-term interest rates
Long-term yields around the globe continued

their downtrend. The yield on ten-year US Treasury

notes in June was around 4%. In Germany, the yield

on a ten-year government bond fell to 3.1% at the

beginning of June, closing below its all-time low of

3.3% in the summer of 2003. The yield on a ten-year

Swiss Confederation bond fell below 2%. 

The term structure of Swiss Confederation

bonds (cf. Graph 3.6) changed little between Febru-

ary and May 2004, after having fallen considerably

between November and February as a result of the

sharp decline in the very long-term rates. 

The development of long-term interest rates is

more consistent with a muted economic recovery,

than with a brisk one. It is also in line with low and

stable inflationary expectations.
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Mixed development of credit spreads
Changes in the financing conditions for bond

issuers with different ratings can be illustrated by

means of credit spreads. Such a spread, which can be

interpreted as a measure of credit risk, is the differen-

tial between the yield on a corporate bond and the

corresponding yield on Swiss Confederation bonds (cf.

“Box: Assignment of bonds to ratings classes”, Mon-

etary Policy Report 1/2004, p. 33). Graphs 3.8 and 3.9

depict spreads for ten or five-year discount bonds

since May 2004. The sectors shown are cantons,

banks, mortgage bonds, industry and foreign bonds.

First-class bonds enjoy the highest rating and are

shown in Graph 3.8, while Graph 3.9 shows interest

rate spreads for bonds with the third highest rating. 

The development of credit spreads remained

moderate overall. Bond spreads in the highest rating

category shed a few basis points up to the beginning

of April 2005 and edged up once again in May. Highly
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volatile corporate bond spreads in the third best cat-

egory, by contrast, firmed by over 20 basis points.

By the start of June, however, they had once again

reached their level of early March. The remaining

third-class bond spreads, meanwhile, continued the

downward trend first observed at the beginning of

2005. This suggests that international events sur-

rounding the credit downgrading of General Motors

(GM) and Ford and the rumours of a potential major

hedge fund blowout have had little impact on the

Swiss market. 

The interest rate spread serves as a leading

indicator for economic activity. A widening of this

spread often points to a cyclical slowdown, while a

narrowing could indicate an upswing. Measured by

the low credit risk premiums in the Swiss capital

market, which have remained unchanged overall, it

appears as though the chances of an economic

recovery are still intact. 
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Short-term real interest rates still negative
Graph 3.10 shows the development of the real

interest rate with a one-year maturity. The real inter-

est rate is defined as the differential between the

twelve-month nominal interest rate and the expected

rise in consumer prices for the same period. Inflation

expectations are calculated as the average of the rel-

evant forecasts prepared by a number of different

forecasting institutions (Consensus Forecast, May

2005).2

Compared with the previous period, the real

annual interest rate dropped in the first quarter by

15 basis points to –0.2%, making it the tenth quarter

in succession to have a negative value. This is the

longest phase of negative real interest rates in

Switzerland in the last 25 years. Even though the

record lows from the beginning of the 1980s have not

been reached, these negative rates point to an

expansionary monetary policy.
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2 Cf. Table 1.1, footnote 3
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3.2 Exchange rates 

Dollar on the rise
The dollar’s external value firmed considerably in

the period under review, having benefited in May from

surprisingly positive labour market figures and from a

much lower-than-expected trade deficit, as well as

from the uptrend in the US equities market and the

wider interest rate differential in favour of dollar

investments. The dollar rose against the Swiss franc

from CHF 1.19 in February to CHF 1.22 in May and

against the euro from EUR 0.77 to EUR 0.79 in the

same period, thus hitting a seven-month high in May

against both the franc and euro. After France and the

Netherlands voted “no” to the EU constitution, the

dollar continued to appreciate against the euro and

the franc in June. The Swiss franc moved within a nar-

row fluctuation margin of CHF 1.53 to CHF 1.55 against

the euro. 

The real export-weighted external value of the

franc remained virtually unchanged between January

and May 2005. Despite the fact that, in a long-term

comparison, the value of the franc to the dollar is nomi-

nally high, the overall real external value of the franc

corresponds almost exactly to last year’s average.

Looking solely at developments vis-à-vis the major

European trading partners, the real value of the franc

has in fact slipped slightly since the introduction of

the euro in 1999 as a result of the comparatively low

level of inflation in Switzerland.

Monetary conditions more expansionary 
The Monetary Conditions Index (MCI) combines

the three-month interest rate and the nominal trade-

weighted external value of the Swiss franc to measure

the degree of monetary expansion. It identifies the

monetary conditions faced by the Swiss economy. In

order to take the uncertainty regarding the signifi-

cance of interest rates and exchange rates into

account, two weighting methods are used for both

variables in the MCI (5:1 and 3:1). The MCI is reset to

zero at the time of each monetary policy assessment.

An increase to positive values (decline to negative val-

ues) signifies a tightening (loosening) of monetary

conditions (cf. “Box: The Monetary Conditions Index

(MCI)”, Monetary Policy Report 1/2004, p. 27). At the

end of May, the MCI stood at –40 basis points (at a 5:1

weighting) and –60 basis points (at a 3:1 weighting).

With the three-month interest rate practically

unchanged, the indicated easing of monetary condi-

tions is attributable to the depreciation of the Swiss

franc since the last monetary policy assessment.
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3.3 Share and real estate prices

Continuing rise in Swiss share indices
The Swiss equity market successfully weathered

declining stock prices worldwide. It was unscathed

mainly because of the favourable performance of

some big-name equities. The Swiss Performance Index

(SPI) increased from 4,500 points at the beginning of

March to 4,700 points at the end of May. Pharmaceu-

tical and retail stocks were the top performers during

the period under review, while banks and insurance

companies put in a somewhat below-average show-

ing. The Swiss Market Index (SMI), which tracks the

Swiss blue chips, rose from 5,800 points at the begin-

ning of February to 6,100 points at the end of May.

This marked a three-year high. The rise in the SMI

since the beginning of the year has therefore clearly

surpassed that of the major European and US indices.

While the SMI 50 gained nearly 8%, the UK’s FTSE 100

rose by a mere 3.0% and Germany’s DAX by 4.8%. In

the United States, the S&P 500 slipped by 1.8% dur-

ing the same period. The fact that big advances were

posted not only by the SMI – which gives a high

weighting to a small number of stocks – but also 

by the broad-based SPI suggests that share price

movements reflect the market’s increased confidence

in the Swiss economy. 

Upward price trend of owner-occupied 
apartments
Prices on the real estate market continued to

rise. This trend is evidenced both by the indices pub-

lished by property consultants Wüest & Partner and

by the hedonic rent index computed by the real

estate portal “homegate.ch” and Zürcher Kantonal-

bank. Prices of owner-occupied apartments in par-

ticular climbed. According to Wüest & Partner, com-

pared with the previous period, they rose at an

annualised rate of 7.1% in the first quarter and by

4.2% year-on-year. Prices of single family homes have

risen at a much slower pace than those of owner-

occupied apartments, a trend observed for some time

now. This contrasts greatly with the price rises wit-

nessed in the 1980s, when the rate of increases was

practically on a par in both categories. 

According to Wüest & Partner, rents exceeded

their year-earlier level by 3% in the first quarter (new

rentals: +4.8%). The hedonic rent index computed by

homegate has exhibited a marked upward trend since

July of last year and has since surged ahead at an

annualised rate of 3.6%. The rise is discernible in all

regions of Switzerland and is most pronounced in the

case of large and new apartments. The first quarter

not only saw rising apartment rents, but commercial

and office space became more expensive as well.

However, since commercial and office space indices

are relatively volatile and have stagnated since 2000,

the first-quarter rent increases do not imply a trend

reversal to the upside.
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3.4 Monetary aggregates 

Money supply growth back to normal
M

1
, which is composed of currency in circula-

tion, sight deposits and transaction accounts, fell by

7.3% in May compared with the previous year. M
2

(M
1

plus savings deposits) receded by 4.2%, while M
3

(M
2

plus time deposits) only registered a slight

increase (2.3%). The shift from sight deposits to 

term deposits observable in the past few months con-

tinued. Unlike M
1

and M
2
, growth in M

3
has not been

affected by these switches. This is because M
3

com-

prises both sight and time deposits. The substitution

of sight deposits with term deposits – a trend we have

been witnessing since last year – was previously

observed during the 1999–2000 upswing phase.

The annual growth rates M
1

and M
2

are current-

ly influenced by the statistical effect of baseline

figures: they reflect changes from the record-high

aggregates figures reached at the beginning of last

year. Tracking the growth rates over a longer period

of time produces a more representative picture. In

the past five years, the annual average growth rate of

M
1

and M
2

was relatively robust (6.0% and 5.5%

respectively). The current decline of both aggregates

must therefore be interpreted as a return to normal. 
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In the discussion below, M
3

money supply is

extended by the inclusion of fiduciary transactions of

Swiss residents, which closely approximate to money

holding. In addition to interest rates, demand for

money is mostly determined by the transaction vol-

ume in the economy. The money-to-GDP ratio indi-

cates the ratio of money stock to the transaction vol-

ume in the economy as measured by nominal GDP.

Since holding M
3

generates opportunity costs in the

form of lost interest earnings, the money-to-GDP

ratio should move inversely to long-term interest

rates. Graph 3.17 plots the money-to-GDP ratio

against the reciprocal value of long-term interest

rates. There was a close correlation between these

two variables in the past. The increase in the inverse

interest rate since 2000 is reflected in a sharp rise in

the money-to-GDP ratio. With long-term interest

rates low, the money-to-GDP ratio remains at a high

level. 

An equilibrium money stock can be determined

based on the transaction volume and the opportunity

costs for holding money, which serves as a benchmark

for an appropriate supply of money to the economy

(cf. “Box: Money supply growth and inflation”, Mon-

etary Policy Report 1/2005, p. 33). If the current

money supply exceeds this equilibrium money supply,
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the economy has ample liquidity. A money overhang

by this definition (ECM concept) entails a risk of

higher inflation rates in the subsequent four to six

quarters. Graph 3.18 shows the percentage devia-

tions of M
3

money supply from its equilibrium value,

taking into account the statistical error of the esti-

mate. As the maximum and minimum money gap

curves run above and below the zero line, M
3

money

stock does not currently display any statistically sig-

nificant deviation from its equilibrium value. 

Aside from the ECM money gap concept, another

model examines inflationary risks in one and a half 

to three years. According to this model, there is cur-

rently an overhang. If interest rates are lifted too

late, this money overhang represents inflationary

potential.

2003 2004 2004 2005

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 March April May

Monetary base2 40.4 41.7 42.2 41.7 41.1 41.8 42.1 41.5 41.7 41.6

Change3 5.3 3.2 7.7 4.5 0.2 0.7 –0.5 –0.3 –0.6 0.5

M1
2 273.5 287.9 297.2 295.0 281.2 278.1 282.0 278.9 275.5 275.9

Change3 21.9 5.2 19.3 8.0 0.8 –5.1 –5.1 –5.3 –7.3 –7.3

M2
2 475.1 495.4 505.2 503.3 488.1 485.0 490.9 487.7 484.7 485.0

Change3 17.4 4.3 13.6 6.0 1.2 –2.6 –2.8 –2.9 –4.2 –4.2

M3
2 544.9 561.5 563.5 562.9 556.6 562.9 574.5 572.7 574.9 576.9

Change3 8.3 3.0 6.3 3.2 1.7 1.1 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.3

Monetary aggregates1 Table 3.1

1 1995 definition

2 Level in CHF billions

3 Year-on-year change in percent

Source: SNB
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3.5 Loans

Broader-based credit growth 
Bank loans increased by 3.6% year-on-year.

While corporate loans stagnated rather than declined

for the first time since mid-2001, loans to households

have accelerated somewhat since the last quarter of

2004. 

For the second time since August 2001, other

loans – which consist of secured and unsecured loans

– were slightly up on their year-earlier level. In April,

however, they fell again by 1.5%. While secured

“other loans” registered the weakest growth since

April (1.9%), unsecured “other loans” dropped by

3.8% compared with 2.8% in March. In the first four

months of 2005, other loans decreased by 1.8% year-

on-year. By contrast, mortgage loans, which are

mainly granted to households, grew by 5.1% in the

first quarter, thus continuing the robust growth wit-

nessed since the end of 2002.
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Bank loans

Year-on-year change

%

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Households Companies

2003 2004 2004 2005

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 February March April

Total 2.1 3.6 3.2 3.4 4.0 3.6 3.6 3.6 4.1 3.7

Mortgage claims 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.0 5.0

Other loans –8.7 –3.1 –4.6 –3.8 –1.2 –2.6 –1.9 –2.2 0.4 –1.5

of which secured –10.7 3.2 –1.6 3.5 7.2 4.0 3.5 3.3 5.1 1.9

of which unsecured –7.4 –7.1 –6.5 –8.4 –6.6 –6.8 –5.7 –6.0 –2.8 –3.8

Bank loans1 Table 3.2

Year-on-year change in percent

1 Bank balances, reporting entity “parent company”, all currencies, Switzerland; annual and quarterly values expressed as averages of month-end values

Source: SNB

Source: SNB
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2005 2006 2007

Inflation forecast of June 2005

GDP US1 3.4 3.6 3.4

GDP EU-151 1.5 2.1 2.4

Exchange rate USD/EUR2 1.3 1.3 1.3

Oil price in USD/barrel2 49.0 45.4 42.8

Inflation forecast of March 2005

GDP US1 3.4 3.4 3.4

GDP EU-151 1.9 2.3 2.1

Exchange rate USD/EUR2 1.3 1.3 1.3

Oil price in USD/barrel2 44.9 41.9 40.2

Assumptions for inflation forecasts Table 4.1

1 Change in percent

2 Level

4 Inflation forecast of the SNB

Monetary policy impacts on production and

prices with a considerable time lag. In Switzerland,

monetary policy stimuli have their maximum effect

on inflation after a period of approximately three

years. For this reason, the National Bank is guided in

its monetary policy not by current inflation, but by

the inflation that is to be expected in two to three

years if monetary policy were to remain unchanged.

The inflation forecast thus forms one of the pillars of

the SNB’s monetary policy concept, together with the

definition of price stability and the operational tar-

get (cf. “Box: Inflation forecasting as part of the

monetary policy concept”, p. 37).

4.1 Assumptions for global 

economic development

Economic recovery in Europe slightly delayed
The SNB’s inflation forecasts are based on an

international economic scenario that reflects the

Bank’s assessment of the most likely development of

the global economy in the next three years. Table 4.1

shows the major external assumptions in comparison

with those at the March forecast. 

On the whole, global economic expectations are

less favourable than they were at the March 2005

assessment. The price of oil, in particular, has

climbed further since February. The latest assumption

for the second quarter of 2005 is USD 51 per barrel,

with a slow decline to around USD 40 per barrel. In

connection with the higher oil prices, growth in

Europe is expected to remain soft this year, followed

in 2006 by somewhat better growth rates than pro-

jected in the previous forecast. While a temporary

slowdown is also on the cards in the US, the pace of

expansion is expected to pick up significantly again

as early as from the third quarter of 2005. Lastly – as

a technical assumption for model simulations – the

dollar/euro exchange rate was fixed at 1.30 for the

entire forecasting horizon of three years.
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The SNB has the statutory mandate to ensure

price stability while at the same time taking due

account of economic developments. 

It has laid down the details of the exercise of

this mandate in a three-part monetary policy con-

cept. First, the SNB regards prices as stable when the

national consumer price index (CPI) rises by less than

2% per annum. It thus takes account of the fact that

the CPI slightly overstates actual inflation. At the

same time, it allows inflation to fluctuate somewhat

with the economic cycle. Second, the SNB summarises

its assessment of the situation and of the need for

monetary policy action in a quarterly inflation fore-

cast. This forecast, which is based on the assumption

of a constant short-term interest rate, shows the CPI

development expected by the SNB over the next three

years. Third, the SNB sets its operational goal in the

form of a target range for the three-month Swiss

franc Libor rate. The target range provides the SNB

with a certain amount of leeway, enabling it to react

to unexpected developments in the money and for-

eign exchange markets without having to change its

basic monetary policy course.

Box: Inflation forecasting as part of the monetary policy concept
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4.2 Inflation forecast Q2 2005 

to Q1 2008

The inflation forecast is derived from the analy-

sis of different indicators, model estimates and the

assessment of any special factors. Graph 4.1 depicts

the inflation forecast of June 2005 alongside those of

March 2005 and December 2004. The new forecast,

which extends from the second quarter of 2005 to the

first quarter of 2008, is based on a steady three-

month Libor of 0.75%, i.e. the mid-point in the

0.25–1.25% target range which the SNB confirmed

for the three-month rate on 16 June 2005. 

Until this summer, the new inflation forecast

will remain higher than that of the March 2005 and

December 2004 assessments. However, based on the

assumption that oil prices will fall, pricing pressure

on the oil products (fuel and heating oil) listed in the

consumer price index will ease noticeably. Other

imported consumer goods, too, are likely to make a

slightly negative contribution to inflation in the

coming months. Given the negative output gap, the

SNB still expects that the cost of domestic goods will

retreat on the whole. Pressure on prices of basic

necessities, in particular, is likely to persist due to the

highly competitive retail market. Furthermore, the

SNB predicts price increases for services to moderate,

but to remain at an above-average level overall. The

forecast inflation thus recedes from 1.4% in the first

quarter of 2005 to 0.5% in the last quarter. The aver-

age annual inflation rate for 2005 is put at 1%.

In the medium term, i.e. for a period of one to

two years, the development of inflation hinges on the

economic outlook. The anticipated continued delay in

European economic growth this year will also have an

impact on the Swiss economy. The SNB now expects

real GDP growth to be within the region of 1% in

2005, having still estimated it at around 1.5% three

months ago. The negative output gap is thus likely to

close later and the projected inflationary pressure to

ease in the medium term. With the three-month Libor

constant at 0.75%, the forecast puts the inflation

rate at 0.5% for 2006, compared with the March pro-

jection of 1.0%. 

As was also the case in March, the forecast indi-

cates a rise in inflation in the longer term. This

increase can be attributed to the expected improve-

ment in the utilisation of economic resources. More-

over, liquidity levels are still high. Experience has

shown, however, that the availability of ample liquid-

ity can pose a risk to price stability. The higher the

liquidity levels in an economy, the greater the num-

ber of transactions that can be processed in the

course of economic recovery. At the same time, more

possibilities for price hikes present themselves. The

longer-term inflationary risk from the monetary side

remained unchanged. 

According to the June inflation forecast, price

stability would be in jeopardy as of the end of 2007.

This assumes an unchanged three-month Libor of

0.75% over the next three years. The forecast shows

that the current level of interest rates cannot be

maintained in the event of a normalisation of the

economic situation. Since monetary policy has been

expansionary for a long time now, the inflationary

risk will intensify in the future. If the economic out-

look continues to improve, it will be necessary to

make adjustments to monetary policy.
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The economic situation from the vantage point of the delegates 

for regional economic relations

Summary report to the attention of the Governing Board of the Swiss National

Bank for its quarterly assessment of June 2005

The Swiss National Bank’s delegates for regional economic relations are constant-

ly in touch with a large number of enterprises from the different industries 

and economic sectors. Their reports, which contain the subjective evaluations of

these companies, are an important additional source of information for assessing

the economic situation. In the following, the most important results of the 

talks held from March to May 2005 on the current and future economic situation

are summarised.

SNB 40 Quarterly Bulletin  2/2005
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Summary

The talks held with the delegates for regional

economic relations with about 140 representatives of

different business sectors and industries revealed a

basically favourable picture. As compared to the pre-

vious round of talks, the general impression was one

of economic improvement rather than deterioration.

However, large variations from one industry to another

persisted. 

While a majority of exporters and construction

companies were satisfied with business developments

and prospects, the situation in services remained

mixed. Slack consumer demand and falling prices

continued to create difficulties for retailers. By con-

trast, the tourism industry and various areas within

company-related services were more upbeat. This was

particularly true of the transportation and logistics

industries as well as IT services. 

Although the business situation was satisfac-

tory, investments remained restrained. Plans to invest

in expansion were few and far between, and the same

applied with respect to employment. Very few compa-

nies planned to increase staff numbers, although

there was also very little mention of laying off staff

either.
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1 Production

Manufacturing
Almost all of the strongly export-oriented manu-

facturing companies surveyed reported good sales

results for the period from March to May. In some

cases these results exceeded expectations; indeed

they appeared to have gained a little additional

momentum towards the end of the period under con-

sideration. Asia, the US and Eastern Europe remained

the most important sources of this momentum,

although a slowdown in the stimulus emanating from

Asia was noted here and there. Most companies rated

business with European countries, especially with

Germany and France, as modest to poor. 

Export activities remained firm across a broad

range of sectors. Exports from the watchmaking,

chemical/pharmaceutical and medical industries

remained particularly brisk. Business results in the

special machinery and metalworking sectors were

extremely good, as were those recorded by electrical

engineering companies, which benefited from the

substantial increase in world production of electrici-

ty. Companies in the textile industry expressed grave

concerns about Switzerland as a manufacturing loca-

tion, and were considering outsourcing these activ-

ities abroad – in many cases to Asia. Some representa-

tives of the food industry were also facing increasing

competition from abroad.

Services
The retail industry experienced a poor start to

the year. Survey respondents described buyer behav-

iour as reticent, selective and extremely price-con-

scious with no more than the occasional sign of a

gradual upturn in consumer demand. Pressure from

competitors forced major retail chains to reduce the

prices of substantial portions of their product ranges,

but this did not generate any appreciable increase in

overall demand. Most respondents were gloomy in

their assessment of future prospects, with both the

lack of any sense of direction in consumption pat-

terns and the strong pressure for structural adjust-

ment causing concern. The favourable results

obtained in the luxury sections of food products, bev-

erages and tobacco, as well as the successful watch

and jewellery fairs in Basel and Geneva represented a

marked contrast to the depressed mood in the retail

industry. 

The improvements in the tourism industry that

were beginning to become apparent in the previous

round of talks were confirmed in the most recent

interviews. A majority of survey respondents in the

hotel business were optimistic about the winter sports

season. Most catering and hotel businesses in towns

reported increased numbers of guests and higher

spending, especially among companies. However, the

talks also revealed that the high-price segment is the

main area to benefit from the economic upturn and

that capacity utilisation in other businesses continues

unsatisfactory. Establishments located outside town

centres suffered considerable pressure on margins fol-

lowing the reduction in maximum permissible blood-

alcohol levels for drivers under Swiss law. 

The transportation industry registered excel-

lent business results. This applied to both passenger

travel and freight. For the first time in quite a while

the IT sector, too, was more optimistic. Investments

appear to be picking up gradually, a development

that had been expected for some time because of the

pressing need for replacements. As a result, both IT

wholesalers and IT consultants benefited. The will-

ingness to embark on additional investments in new

technologies – such as broadband technology – has

also grown in the past few months. 

Banks were satisfied with business develop-

ments. While commercial loans remained sluggish and

many credit lines were not used, mortgage business

grew substantially. Once again, the waning risk con-

sciousness of banks was a topic that was frequently

mentioned. This was reflected in higher lending levels

and rising appraisals. Asset management companies

surveyed described business developments as good

although competition is very tough and this – together

with a higher level of customer price-consciousness –

is placing commissions under considerable pressure.

Construction
A majority of construction companies surveyed

regarded the business situation as sound although

this favourable assessment still applied only to resi-

dential construction, which is growing strongly. Sur-

vey respondents continued to describe the situation

in other sectors of the construction industry as flat.

Most companies expected that impulses derived from

residential construction would gradually wane and

that other areas of construction would be unable to

fill the gap.
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2 Labour market

There were scarcely any signs of improvement in

the labour market. Most companies from the manu-

facturing and service sectors surveyed had sufficient

staff and were not planning to hire any more person-

nel. Those companies intending to recruit staff often

failed to find candidates with the right qualifica-

tions. There was a hesitant improvement in the

demand for management staff. Survey respondents

were asked about the free movement of labour

between Switzerland and the EU countries. Here the

hospitality industry, in particular, reported marked

improvements in the staff situation due to the avail-

ability of a large supply of well-qualified staff – espe-

cially from neighbouring countries.

3 Prices, margins and earnings 

situation

The pressure on prices remained strong in all

industries and although survey respondents from

manufacturing still saw the earnings situation in a

positive light, retailers were recording lower margins

because of price reductions. In addition to flat con-

sumer demand, stiff price competition in retailing is

due, in particular, to the imminent entry of German

discounters into the Swiss market, but also fewer

trade barriers. The construction sector also reported

continued strong pressure on prices. Pricing pressure

on construction-related industries seems to have

mounted. This is because a growing number of foreign

workers from neighbouring countries are offering

their services at considerably more favourable condi-

tions than the local trade. 

The euro did not give any cause for concern.

After the dollar had rallied again in the last few

months, uneasiness surrounding a weak greenback

slipped into the background somewhat. This notwith-

standing, many industries still cite the dollar

exchange rate as a major worry.
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2005 General Meeting of Shareholders

Opening Speech by the President of the Bank Council

Hansueli Raggenbass

Berne, 29 April 2005
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Dear Shareholders, dear Guests, 

Ladies and Gentlemen

I will begin my address today with a look at the

2004 annual result, before moving on to say a few

words about the volatility of the earnings and the

long-term return expectations. To conclude, I will

briefly review the impact of the new National Bank Act.

Please allow me now to make a few remarks on

the 2004 financial statements. 

Gross income
As you are aware, the provisions for the assign-

ment of free assets, which correspond to the proceeds

from the sale of the 1,300 tonnes of gold, were writ-

ten back and released for distribution. The unusually

high annual result for 2004 of CHF 21.6 billion must

be regarded in this context.

In fact, the gross income came to only CHF 0.6

billion, which is considerably lower than the previous

year’s result of CHF 4.3 billion. The decline is primari-

ly attributable to the influence of the valuation of

gold in Swiss francs. In 2003, the gold price had

increased by almost 9% and had led to valuation

gains of CHF 2.2 billion. While the price of gold ini-

tially climbed further in the first quarter of 2004, it

ended up losing around 4% year-on-year. This fall

was reflected in the income statement, with valua-

tion losses of just under CHF 1 billion. 

Approximately half the balance sheet total is

invested in foreign currency, mostly in euros and US

dollars. The gain or loss on these investments

depends strongly on the fluctuations in interest rates

and exchange rates. In 2004, it amounted to CHF 1.2

billion, which was roughly 20% below the year-earli-

er level. In most markets in which the National Bank

invested, the interest rate level dropped last year.

This resulted in rising bond prices, which in turn led

to valuation gains in the National Bank’s investment

portfolio. At more than CHF 3 billion, investment per-

formance before exchange rate influences was quite

gratifying. Foreign exchange rate movements nar-

rowed this result significantly, however. At the end of

2004, exchange rates for foreign currency holdings

were lower across the board compared with the previ-

ous year and resulted in valuation losses to the value

of CHF 2 billion. Dropping by nearly 9%, the US dollar

exhibited an especially pronounced decline. 

Swiss franc investments contributed CHF 0.3 bil-

lion to the gross result. The Swiss franc bond portfo-

lio accounted for most of this amount. As was already

the case in 2003, the income from repo transactions

was comparatively modest. Although the National

Bank pushed up the repo rates slightly both in June

and September, they were still a very low level – of

around 0.6% – at the end of the year.

Declining operating expenses
Operating expenses decreased by approximately

CHF 10 million to just over CHF 200 million. Banknote

expenses and general overheads registered a marked

decline, while personnel expenses increased by

around 1%. The reason for the drop in banknote

expenses was that, compared with the previous year,

far fewer banknotes needed to be taken out of circu-

lation and replaced. 

Distribution of the proceeds 
from the gold sales
As announced, the proceeds from the sale of the

1,300 tonnes of gold are to be distributed from the

2004 annual result, with one-third going to the Con-

federation and two-thirds to the cantons. To this

effect, a special distribution agreement was conclud-

ed between the Federal Department of Finance and

the Swiss National Bank. The proceeds amount to a

little more than CHF 21.1 billion. 

After the Council of States’ decision on 16

December 2004 not to consider the bill on the appro-

priation of the surplus gold reserves, it was to be

assumed that there could be no majority in Parlia-

ment supporting another such bill from the Federal

Council. Given the Federal Council’s decision of 2 Feb-

ruary 2005 to distribute the gold assets to the Con-

federation and the cantons, the Council of State’s

non-consideration of December 2004 became effec-

tive. The Bank Council and the Governing Board of the

National Bank decided therefore that the continued

retention of the SNB’s gold assets was no longer jus-

tifiable. The swift distribution of these assets will

release the National Bank of its dual role as a mon-

etary policy authority and an asset manager for the

state.

Mr Jean-Pierre Roth, Chairman of the Governing

Board, will go into the details in his address. 
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Ordinary distribution of profit
I would now like to move on to discuss a change

to the Financial Report. This change concerns the

treatment of the provisions which permit the Nation-

al Bank to maintain the currency reserves at a level

necessary for monetary policy. These provisions are

made up of retained profits. In accordance with the

law, the required level of provisions is determined by

economic growth in Switzerland. Furthermore, in the

second half of the 1990s, considerable additional

provisions accumulated owing to the National Bank’s

excellent earnings power. These have been steadily

reduced since the 2003 financial year. In this year’s

accounts, the targeted level of provisions and the

surplus provisions are being reported for the first

time as two separate positions. In so doing, the

National Bank is presenting the required level of pro-

visions and the distributable amount in a transparent

manner. 

This time last year, I pointed out that the distri-

bution of profit is a long-term issue which causes the

National Bank a certain degree of concern. Nothing

has changed in the meantime. On the contrary: in

2004, the National Bank generated a gross income of

CHF 0.6 billion. After taking into consideration the

operating expenses and the release from the provi-

sions for the assignment of free assets, and after the

deduction of the CHF 0.9 billion needed to reach the

targeted level of provisions, the result was a loss of

CHF 0.4 billion. In order to cover this loss and carry

out the agreed distribution of CHF 2.9 billion to the

Confederation and cantons, a total of CHF 3.3 billion

had to be released from the distribution reserve,

which is the new term to refer to surplus provisions.

Following this release, the total in the distribution

reserve is now just under 7 billion. In other words, it

is now only double the amount being released this

year! The 2004 financial result reflects this clearly:

the current profit distribution considerably exceeds

the National Bank’s profit potential. When budgeting

its expenses, the public sector should not come to

expect distributions of this size, but should be pre-

pared to receive lower distributions in the future. The

current agreement, which is valid until the 2012

financial year, will be reviewed after five years,

namely in 2007. Given the circumstances already

mentioned, an adjustment of the annual profit distri-

bution could then become necessary. 

Allow me now to move on to the earnings fluc-

tuations and prospects.

Earnings fluctuations and prospects
The results of the past 15 years show that the

National Bank’s earnings can fluctuate dramatically.

The annual results – not including extraordinary

income – seesawed between minus 1.6 billion Swiss

francs in 1995 and plus 6.4 billion in 1996. Bear in

mind that the gold reserves were valued up until 1999

at the then applicable statutory parity rate. Market-

driven changes to the gold price have thus only been

reflected in the annual result since 2000. Had the

gold reserves been valued at market price already at

an earlier date, the annual fluctuations in earnings

would have been far greater, namely between minus

11.1 billion francs in 1990 and plus 10.8 billion in

1996. Not only that, the reported earnings would

have been generally lower, as the gold price in Swiss

francs declined during this period. 

Since the 1997 revision of the National Bank Act

and the suspension of the official gold parity in 2000,

the National Bank has been better able to manage its

assets. Owing to the targeted diversification of for-

eign exchange reserves, the dependency on the US

dollar was reduced in particular. At the same time,

the development of more long-term bond invest-

ments led to an increase in the earnings potential.

With the revision of the National Bank Act in 2003,

the investment provisions were extensively liber-

alised, with the result that the yield potential of

investments was strengthened yet a little further. 

This notwithstanding, the return on the Nation-

al Bank’s assets is likely to remain relatively moderate

and earnings fluctuations comparatively strong. This

is both due to the fact that the nominal yield level in

the markets is currently quite low, and that, where

asset management is concerned, monetary policy

always has priority over income considerations. First

and foremost, the National Bank’s assets must fulfil
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monetary policy functions. Swiss franc investments

are used primarily for the conduct of monetary policy

and are hence largely made up of money market

investments. Likewise, the currency reserves – in the

form of foreign exchange and gold – held by the

National Bank do not serve in the first instance as a

source of income, but rather help prevent and over-

come crises. Given the primacy of monetary policy,

the National Bank does not use just any method to

hedge against risks to its assets – particularly those

to gold and foreign exchange reserves. It also means

that when it comes to selecting its investment instru-

ments, the Bank weights criteria such as security and

liquidity more heavily than return. 

The return perspectives of the National Bank

depend on its asset level and the yield potential of its

investments. With the distribution of the proceeds

from the gold sales, the assets will contract by CHF

21.1 billion. The reduction of the distribution reserve

by almost CHF 7 billion as part of the regular profit

distribution will cut the income-yielding assets yet

further. Above-average yields on bond investments

are not anticipated in the foreseeable future. Interest

rates are so low globally, that they are bound to

increase sooner or later. However, a rise in interest

rates would initially lead to capital losses on the

National Bank’s bond investments. The fluctuations

in the gold price and exchange rates, which continue

to have the strongest influence on the National

Bank’s earnings, cannot be forecast with any degree

of reliability. 

Overall, the National Bank anticipates a nomi-

nal yield of slightly less than 3% on its assets in the

longer term. However, after operating expenses and

the legally prescribed allocation of provisions, an

annual distributable income of just below CHF 1 bil-

lion is all that is likely to remain. In addition, rela-

tively large fluctuations in earnings can also be

expected going forward. Alone the normal spread of

the annual yield has to be estimated at between

minus 2% to plus 7%. Depending on how the finan-

cial markets perform, yield spreads are likely to be

even greater. Fluctuations in earnings should thus

continue to remain comparatively sharp.

I would now like to take a look at the impact of

the new National Bank Act.

New National Bank Act
As you know, the new National Bank Act entered

into force one year ago – on 1 May 2004. It brought

with it a whole range of changes for the National

Bank. These primarily concern the detailed formula-

tion of the central bank mandate, the definition of

independence and duty of accountability, and the

extension of autonomy in monetary and investment

policy activities.

The new Act did not change anything about the

National Bank’s legal form – which is that of a special

statute joint-stock company. The legal structure

underpins the Bank’s constitutional independence in

an institutional sense.

However, the new Act now also reflects the cur-

rent legal situation of private listed stock companies.

In this regard, the share capital – which, given the

National Bank’s much higher balance sheet total and

its level of provisions today, is no longer significant

as a risk-bearing element – was reduced to the paid-

up amount of CHF 25 million. The nominal value of

one SNB share has consequently now been reduced

from CHF 500 to CHF 250. 

In this context, the Bank Council decided in

spring 2004 to completely waive the issue of share

certificates in the future. In the meantime, the so-

called registered share model – where the shares are

not printed – has become established at the SNB.

Numerous shareholders have availed themselves of

the opportunity to have their value rights held free of

charge by the National Bank. 

The new Act has also simplified the structure of

the Bank’s bodies. For instance, the number of bodies

was lowered from seven to four: the General Meeting

of Shareholders, the Bank Council, the Governing

Board and the Audit Board. Also, the Bank Council,

which is responsible for overseeing the business

activity, was reduced from forty to eleven members.

In line with corporate governance, the Bank Council

also appointed four committees from its members. An

Audit Committee supports the Bank Council in super-
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vising financial accounting and financial reporting.

It also supervises the activity of the external and

internal auditors. A Risk Committee supports the

Bank Council in overseeing the investment process

and risk management. A Compensation Committee

assists the Bank Council in determining the principles

of the National Bank’s compensation and salary poli-

cy. And finally, a Nomination Committee prepares

proposals for the election of Governing Board mem-

bers and their deputies and submits these to the Bank

Council and the Federal Council. 

The new Act thus provides the National Bank

with a modern statutory basis. Corporate governance

was strengthened and the relationship between man-

agement and supervision improved. In my opinion,

the new structure of the Bank’s bodies and the new

procedures have proved highly successful. 

Concluding remarks
To conclude, I would like to express my sincere

thanks to the Governing Board and the staff of the

National Bank for their competent and dedicated

service.
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Speech given at the General Meeting of

Shareholders of the Swiss National Bank

Jean-Pierre Roth, Chairman of the Governing Board

Berne, 29 April 2005
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Dear Shareholders, dear Guests

2004: the economic upswing continues
The economic upswing that began in summer

2003 continued last year. Economic growth moved

into the positive zone and came close to its potential

level once again. While growth was slightly negative

in 2003, it reached 1.7% for 2004 as a whole.

The recovery in Switzerland is due in large part

to the rebound in global economic growth, which

reached its highest level since 1976. Swiss companies

have benefited from this situation: last year, exports

rose by 6.7% – a significant increase compared with

the 2003 figure. This figure reflects our exporters’

continuing wish to adapt to changes in demand, as

well as the untiring efforts to streamline Swiss indus-

try and maintain Switzerland’s appeal as a location

for business.

The Swiss economy’s strong presence on the

international markets has been a reality for a long

time. As our direct investments abroad have grown,

however, it has taken on a new dimension in recent

years. Not everyone is aware that while Switzerland is

a champion in savings, it also boasts a performance

in the area of foreign investments that is unrivalled.

In 2003, we invested some CHF 20 billion abroad – a

sum equivalent to almost 20% of national savings.

Roughly half of these investments were concentrated

in the European continent. Over the years, and given

Switzerland’s trade surplus, our companies have thus

developed an extremely dense international network

of production facilities. In addition to the 4 million

jobs within the domestic economy, Swiss companies

employ a further 1.8 or so million people abroad. Of

these, 1 million work in European countries.

These figures show that Switzerland has by no

means resigned itself to low growth, but has seized

the opportunities created by the opening-up of bor-

ders and markets. These days, a lot of people worry

about competition from low-wage countries and the

resulting relocations. However, they overlook the fact

that our country is a major beneficiary from the more

pronounced international division of labour brought

about by globalisation. The relocation of certain pro-

duction stages is inevitable. It allows our companies

to stay competitive in the face of high Swiss labour

costs. In some respects, the jobs created abroad

secure those at home with more added value.

“One out of every two francs is earned abroad” is

the phrase that comes to mind when the performance

of our exporters is being discussed. This also means,

however, that one out of every two francs is still

earned in Switzerland. Put another way, the domestic

economy plays a crucial role in our country’s econom-

ic development both on a demand and production

level. In 2004, domestic turnover grew more slowly

than sales abroad. The growth figure of 1.8%, how-

ever, was still higher than in the previous year.

Household consumption played a central role in

this respect: this began to recover towards the end of

2003 in the wake of the general economic upturn and

the rise in earnings. A good showing by the construc-

tion sector also contributed to higher demand for

household equipment. In contrast to their counter-

parts in Germany, Swiss consumers remained relative-

ly optimistic in 2004, and this helped to sustain the

level of business activity.

Where public-sector demand is concerned, the

financial constraints imposed by the Confederation

and cantons put a brake on the growth in spending in

2004. For the first time in several years, public-sector

demand rose less quickly than the other components

of domestic demand.

In this initial phase in the economic cycle, the

return of confidence would normally have triggered

growth in investments aimed at adapting the means

of production to future needs. But such an upsurge

has so far been largely absent, both in Switzerland

and in other European countries. Although the prof-

itability of companies has improved, they have given

priority to raising the utilisation of existing capacity

rather than expansion or modernisation, as the latter

are considered to entail substantially more risks. As a

result, growth in capital spending was modest in

2004.

This cautious approach by companies also

affected the development of the labour market: con-

trary to expectations, unemployment fell only slight-

ly in the past year. This can be ascribed, on the one

hand, to weak growth and large productivity gains

and, on the other, to a lack of confidence in the

soundness of the recovery.
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Monetary situation starts to normalise
Thus, 2004 saw the economic situation starting

to return to normal. Our aim was therefore to modify

our policies so as to gradually bring the monetary

framework into line with the new environment. A nor-

malisation of the monetary situation should go hand

in hand with an economic normalisation in order to

ensure that price stability is maintained in the medi-

um term.

We waited until June – when the signs of a

recovery became manifest – for an initial quarter-

point rise in the target range for the three-month

Libor. This decision did not really come as a surprise.

In fact, the markets were expecting corrective action

to be taken during the year. We proceeded to adjust

rates again in September, but decided to leave them

unchanged in December 2004 and March 2005 when it

became increasingly clear that the economy was

slowing down. Our three-month rate is 0.75%. Mean-

while, long rates fell during 2004, but have risen

slightly since. 

The current interest rate reflects the fact that

we are still pursuing an expansionary monetary poli-

cy: in view of the prospects for growth and inflation,

our rates are relatively low. However, this phase of

normalisation of monetary policy is not yet over. It

will be continued according to the requirements for

maintaining price stability in the medium term.

Where prices are concerned, 2004 was another

year of stability despite the spectacular price rise of

oil products. Inflation rose to 0.8% over the year as a

whole, and peaked at 1.5% in November. The low

inflation rate gave Swiss companies a further compet-

itive advantage on the international marketplace.

The dollar and the oil price as disruptive 
elements
The foreign exchange and commodity markets

experienced the most turbulence in 2004. The US dol-

lar, which had been falling since 2001, accelerated

towards the end of the year, when it hit a record low

against the euro. Switzerland was affected in much

the same way as the other European countries: the

Swiss franc appreciated by about 7% against the US

currency during the last three months of the year.

This development has since improved somewhat.

Despite the dollar’s sharp drop over the last few

months, its current exchange rate is still higher in real

terms than it was in the mid-1990s. The current situa-

tion is particularly difficult, however, as a whole series

of Asian currencies, including the Chinese renminbi,

are pegged to the dollar. The greenback’s fall has thus

reinforced the competitiveness of numerous emerging

markets versus the European economies. For us here in

Switzerland it has been positive to note that the nose-

diving dollar has not unleashed any speculation on the

Swiss franc. The Swiss franc-euro exchange rate has

remained remarkably stable at around CHF 1.55 per

euro. Since the single European currency was intro-

duced on 1 January 1999, the Swiss franc’s nominal

appreciation has been more than offset by the infla-

tion differential between Switzerland and the euro

area. The competitive position of our exporters has

thus improved against their European counterparts.

The dynamism of the Asian economies has

boosted demand for commodities, notably oil. The

soaring price of this “black gold” continues to pose a

serious threat to the recovery of the industrialised

economies. 

Guardedly optimistic outlook for 2005
As it is benefiting from price stability, low inter-

est rates and a strong competitive position, the Swiss

economy is well placed to profit from the world eco-

nomic upturn. However, the outlook for the global

economy in 2005 is not quite as good as it was in the

past year: growth is put at around 4%, down from 5%

in 2004. Growth will continue to be driven by Asia and

America. Europe – and especially Germany, our

biggest market – will continue to chug along with a

growth rate of between 1.5% and 2%.

In this slightly less dynamic environment, the

Swiss economy is unlikely to exceed its 2004 growth

figure. Business activity has fallen off slightly since

the autumn but should slowly gain momentum again

in the next few months. Overall, we are expecting GDP

to grow by about 1.5%. The labour market should see

a gradual decline in the number of jobseekers in the

second half of the year as companies gradually use up

the resources currently available. 

A much-debated question is the extent to which

monetary policy contributes to long-term growth. It

would appear that the growth of an economy depends

first and foremost on the development of its resources

and then on their productivity. Monetary policy can-

not change this situation; it can only be vigilant in

maintaining a stable framework that is conducive to

the efficient development of productive activities.
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The National Bank succeeded in doing this in

2004. Moreover, our forecasts suggest that price sta-

bility should continue in 2005 and 2006, with infla-

tion averaging around 1%. 

Completion of the gold sales
On 31 March, we completed our sales of the

1,300 tonnes of gold no longer required for monetary

policy purposes. These sales had begun on 1 May

2000. The fears expressed in some quarters that our

gold sales would destabilise the market have proven

to be unfounded. By selling the gold in small instal-

ments and according to a fully transparent schedule,

we succeeded in assuaging the market’s fears. More-

over, our sales strategy and risk hedging also proved

effective in financial terms: the 1,300 tonnes of gold

were sold at an average price of CHF 16,241 per kilo.

This was CHF 700 more than the average market price

during the same sales period. An additional profit of

more than CHF 900 million was therefore realised.

At the end of the sales programme, the Nation-

al Bank still held 1,290 tonnes of gold, corresponding

to one third of the value of its currency reserves. 

Even though it has been demonetised, the yel-

low metal still plays an important role in our

reserves. It is an asset category that traditionally

affords good protection in times of crises in the inter-

national monetary system. It also allows us to hold

part of our reserves on our own country, which is not

possible with financial assets. Moreover, as expressly

requested by Parliament, Article 99 of the Federal

Constitution requires the National Bank to hold part

of its currency reserves in gold. The Governing Board

considers that the holdings of 1,290 tonnes are

appropriate to the current international environ-

ment. It does not intend to proceed with further sales

of gold.

Distribution of profit
This General Meeting of Shareholders will find a

special place in the National Bank’s annals, as you are

going to decide on how the proceeds of the gold sales

are to be distributed. This will close a chapter first

opened in 1997, when a group of experts came to the

conclusion that the SNB’s currency reserves were

larger than required for the execution of its mandate

and that it could thus consider selling half its gold

holdings, once the Swiss franc’s gold parity was dis-

continued. 

As you know, the Governing Board adopted the

expert group’s conclusions and indicated to the Fed-

eral Council that, based on the profit figure following

revaluation, an amount corresponding to half the

gold holdings could be earmarked for purposes other

than monetary policy. 

The possible uses for the sales proceeds have

been the subject of much political debate. None of

the proposed solutions have succeeded in attracting

a consensus among the population or in the Federal

Parliament. On 16 December, the parliamentary

debate was concluded without an agreement being

reached. Thus, a sum of CHF 21.1 billion, correspon-

ding to the proceeds of the gold sales, has been

included in the usual profit distribution procedure. 

Some people fear that, following this transfer,

the National Bank will no longer have sufficient cur-

rency reserves. I have a word of reassurance for them.

This issue has been examined in depth and has been

discussed by our Bank Council. Our currency reserves

total CHF 60 billion – an amount which may be con-

sidered appropriate by comparison with other indus-

trialised countries. 

But nor are these reserves excessive. Further-

more, it is important that the currency reserves

evolve over time, in tandem with the size of our econ-

omy. This is why, in accordance with Article 99 of the

Constitution and Article 30 of the National Bank Act,

the SNB has adopted a provisioning policy that pro-

vides for gradual growth in its currency reserves. This

year, CHF 885 million have been reserved for this pur-

pose, and similar sums will have to be set aside in the

future.

The closing of our accounts for 2004 thus brings

with it an extraordinary allocation of profit to the

Confederation and the cantons. It is important to

emphasise that – paradoxically – the distribution of

the CHF 21.1 billion accruing from the gold sales does

not actually make them any richer. Up to now, the

public sector received the income earned on this cap-

ital: a sum of CHF 400 million will also be allocated to

them from this source this year. As of the beginning

of next year, this income will no longer be distrib-

uted. As a result, the Confederation and the cantons

will gain in terms of capital, but will lose in terms of

transfers of interest income. If they use the proceeds

of the gold sales to repay their debts, the reduction in

financing charges will correspond approximately to

the reduction in the profits paid to them by the SNB.
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In net terms, there will be few – if any – additional

funds available for new expenditures. It is therefore

important that decision-makers at all levels maintain

a rational approach.

The KOSA/COSA initiative
The distribution of the gold sale proceeds will

not put an end to the political debate about the dis-

tribution of the National Bank’s profits. Next year,

the Swiss electorate will probably be asked to vote on

the “KOSA/COSA initiative”, which proposes allocating

the first billion Swiss francs of our current profit to

the cantons, with the balance going to the state Old

Age and Survivors’ Insurance scheme (AHV/AVS). 

The National Bank has consistently taken the

line of not intervening in domestic political debates

unless the fulfilment of its constitutional mandate is

in jeopardy. Two years ago, I mentioned to you that

the KOSA/COSA initiative threatened to undermine

our autonomy. Linking the National Bank’s profits to

the financing of a key element in our country’s social

security system would create a mechanism that would

force the SNB to manage its reserves for the purpose

of generating the highest possible returns rather

than for performing its monetary mandate. This

would weaken our international credibility and hence

also the credibility of our policies. No other central

bank of an industrialised country is faced with a sim-

ilar situation. All of these banks deliver their profits

to the state, and the SNB is no exception. 

Our main argument against the KOSA/COSA

initiative, however, is that it rests on an illusion –

namely, that a central bank is able to transfer profits

of over CHF 1 billion every year. Once this illusion has

been dispelled, it will become clear that the initiative

makes no sense, as nothing would remain for the

state pension scheme. 

And, as we have often stated in the past, the

current disposable profit of CHF 2.5 billion Swiss can-

not be sustained. As the President of the Bank Coun-

cil pointed out just now, our annual disposable profit

averages about CHF 1 billion. As this year’s negative

result shows, it is subject to sharp fluctuations.

The fact that we are now distributing more than

this amount is because we are gradually releasing the

provision for future profit distributions. This provi-

sion amounted to CHF 13.4 billion in 2001, but had

dropped to CHF 6.9 billion by the close of our 2004

accounts. This development does not come as a com-

plete surprise. A progressive fall in the provision had

been predicted, though the speed of the decline – a

result of the current low interest rates – had not been

expected. Our profit distribution may already have to

be reduced in 2007, when the agreement we conclud-

ed in 2002 with the Federal Department of Finance on

the distribution of profits is revised. Our profit distri-

butions will gradually decrease towards the CHF 1 bil-

lion level. 

2004 was a relatively favourable year for the

Swiss economy. A few clouds have recently appeared

on the horizon. The recovery has unfortunately weak-

ened, so a fall in unemployment is not imminent. We

will continue to pursue a monetary policy aimed at

maintaining the level of economic activity, though we

will keep a careful watch on the general level of prices. 

With prices remaining stable, interest rates low

and a good level of competitiveness, our economy is

well equipped to resume a brisker growth trajectory

in line with the global economy. 

As in the past, however, the international envi-

ronment remains fraught with uncertainty at both

the economic and monetary level. The independent

course steered by the National Bank has made it pos-

sible to create a monetary framework conducive to

the development of our economy. This success hinges

not only on the correct interest rate decisions, but

also on the credibility conferred upon us by our

autonomy of action and by sufficient resources for

intervening in the markets. It is in the nation’s inter-

est to preserve this achievement. 

Thank you for your attention, and for your inter-

est in the Swiss National Bank and its activities.
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The Phillips curve under 

state-dependent pricing

Hasan Bakhshi, Hashmat Khan, 
and Barbara Rudolf

Working Paper no. 2005-1
(identical content as in Bank of England Work-

ing Paper no. 227)

Since the 1990s many industrialised economies

have witnessed a move to low-inflation environment.

In presence of such structural changes the price-set-

ting behaviour of firms may change and affect infla-

tion dynamics. From a policy perspective, therefore,

two important issues arise. First, how sensitive are

short-term inflation dynamics to such shifts in the

economic environment? Second, how well does a

Phillips curve based on the assumption of unchanged

price-setting behaviour of firms describe inflation

dynamics of an economy where this assumption does

not hold?

One approach to modelling firms’ price-setting

behaviour is to assume that firms choose their prices

optimally, while the timing of their price changes is

exogenous (time-dependent pricing). This approach

underlies the New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC),

which suggests that current inflation is determined

by the expectation of next period’s inflation and a

measure of current economic activity. The time-

dependent pricing assumption implies that firms may

not adjust the time pattern of their price adjustments

in response to changes in macroeconomic conditions.

This is hardly plausible if we think of an environment

with shifts in trend inflation, for example, and there-

fore it may limit the value of these models for mon-

etary policy analysis. In response to this problem,

approaches with an endogenous timing of price

changes have been developed. These approaches

allow the firms’ time pattern of price changes to

respond to the state of the economy (state-depend-

ent pricing).

This paper derives a closed-form solution for

short-term inflation using a state-dependent pricing

model. The resulting equation is more general than

the NKPC and it nests the latter as a special case. It

relates inflation to lagged inflation, expected future

inflation, and current and expected future real mar-

ginal costs. The number of leads and the coefficients

are endogenous and depend on the level of steady-

state inflation and on firms’ beliefs about future

adjustment costs associated with price changes. This

structural equation is referred to in this paper as the

state-dependent Phillips curve (SDPC). 

In contrast to the NKPC, the SDPC allows lagged

inflation terms to affect current inflation. This is an

interesting feature since recent empirical evidence

suggests that the NKPC extended by a lagged infla-

tion term provides a better description of inflation

dynamics than the purely forward-looking NKPC for

several countries. In fact, specifications with lagged

inflation terms have been derived before by several

authors. But all these studies are based on the

assumption of an exogenous timing of price changes. 

The paper examines whether a hybrid NKPC

(NKPC extended by a lagged inflation term) can ade-

quately describe inflation dynamics of a realistically

calibrated state-dependent pricing economy. To

explore this issue, artificial data sets for a state-

dependent pricing economy are generated based on

various calibrations of price adjustment costs under

both low and high trend inflation environments. We

use these data to estimate the hybrid NKPC and to

assess the specification by examining both the esti-

mated coefficients and the correlations between the

simulated inflation and the inflation predicted by the

hybrid NKPC. The findings suggest that the hybrid

NKPC provides a good reduced-form description of

inflation dynamics for a wide range of state-depend-

ent pricing behaviours, particularly in the low-infla-

tion environment. The fit of the hybrid NKPC is simi-

lar to that reported in the literature for estimations

using real-world data. An interpretation of this find-

ing is that the hybrid NKPC may be a good proxy for

inflation dynamics implied by more realistic models

of price-setting. Consequently, structural interpreta-

tion of its parameters may not be straightforward.
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Chronicle of monetary events
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Target range for the three-month

Libor rate left unchanged

Following its quarterly assessment on 16 June

2005, the Swiss National Bank left the target range

for the three-month Libor rate unchanged at

0.25–1.25%. It intends to keep the rate in the middle

of the target range at around 0.75% for the time

being.
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